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DISPLAY SUPPLY & LIGHTING DEBUTS AT PACK EXPO INTERNATIONAL– 

EXHIBITING IN REUSABLE PACKAGING ASSOCIATION PAVILLION 
Booth LU-6856 

 
DS&L, a leading manufacturer and distributor of supply & lighting products, will 
be exhibiting for the first time at Pack Expo International at McCormick Place in 
Chicago, October 23-26.  Featured at its exhibit will be the VELCROÒ Brand line 
of products. 
 
“We have been very fortunate to have had a great deal of recent success in the 
integration of VELCROÒ Brand hook and loop fasteners in connection with 
packaging, especially reusable packaging” according to Rob Cohen, DS&L’s VP.  
“Based on this success, DS&L was excited to join the Reusable Packaging 
Association and explore other potential applications for the VELCROÒ Brand 
product line within this market”. 
 
DS&L will feature an in-booth demonstration of Velcro’s new LOGISTRAPÒ line of 
products.  LOGISTRAPÒ straps are the ideal reusable product to replace shrink 
wrap for securing materials to pallets for shipping and for the storage of 
materials in warehouses.  “The environmental impact by reducing the use of shrink 
wrap and implementing the use of innovative, reusable products like LOGISTRAPÒ 
are incredible”, according to Rob Cohen.  Studies have shown that based on 10 
movements of a pallet per year, over a 3-year period of time, users of LOGISTRAPÒ 
vs shrink wrap experience a 57% cost savings and a 100% reduction in waste. 

 
VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y6AjiMEPMg 
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Stop by Booth LU-6856 and learn more about VELCROÒ Brand products, including: 
• LOGISTRAPÒ; 
• PRESS-LOKÒ Coins and Tapes;  
• ONE-WRAPÒ;  
• Easy Coins, Packaging Tape;  
• VELSQUAREÒ; and  
• other VELCROÒ Brand products 

 
 
About Display Supply & Lighting, Inc.: 

DS&L is a leading supplier of lighting and supply products to the trade show 
and display industries for over 43 years.  In addition to assisting customers 
with the selection of products that best meet their application needs, DS&L 
also provides complete lighting layout, application engineering services, 
onsite installation oversight services and product selection assistance.  
For more information about DS&L’s products and services, please visit 
www.dslgroup.com or call (800) 468-1488.  
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